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The  directed divergence of type /3 which generalizes Kul lback's directed 
divergence or Information measure has been characterized by a simple method 
using a set of four postulates. Th is  generalized directed divergence has a 
relation with Renyi 's Information gain of order/3. Th is  relation can be used 
to give a characterization of Information gain of order /3. Finally a theorem 
regarding the unique derivation of relative Information measure of type (%/3) 
is stated. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let P ~ (Pl . . . .  , PN) ,  be a finite discrete probability distribution, with 
N 
p; /> 0, ~2P~ = 1, and let Q = (ql .... , qw) with ql/> 0, ~2~=a q, ~< 1, be a 
generalized probability distribution. Then a measure of Information called 
directed divergence defined by Kullback (1951) is given by 
N 
z (P' .... = E log p' (1.1) 
xql ..... qN / i=1 q~ ' 
which is widely used (in the above form or in some other form) in Kullback 
(1959), Shannon and Weaver (1948), Wiener (1948), Jayne (1957), Theil 
(1967), etc. Here the convention 0 log0  = 0 is followed; also whenever 
q~ = 0, the corresponding p~ = 0. 
Renyi (1961) defined Information gain of order/3 by the quantity 
ING(P]]Q) = (fi - -  I) -1 log p eqt-~ forfi :/: 1 (1.2) 
\z=J. I 
which is a generalization of (1.1). 
Rathie and Kannappan (1972) have given another generalization of (1.1) 
and called it directed divergence of type/3 which is given by 
Pgql ~ 1 (2 B-1 xq~ .... , qu/ - -  --  1)-a forfl ¢ 1 (1.3) 
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and they characterized it by solving a functional equation which is a general- 
ization of the functional equation given by Dar6czy (1970). 
For/3--+ 1 both (1.2) and (1.3) tend to (1.1). 
In the second section of this paper, we characterize the quantity (1.3) by a 
set of four postulates without using any functional equation. The technique 
is based on Havrda Charv~t (1967). 
The quantities (1.2) and (1.3), i.e., the Information gain of order t3 and 
directed ivergence of type fi have the relation 
IN ~ (P, ,"',PN] = (2~-1  1)-, [2(e-,),o(Pll0) 1] 
\ql ,'", qN / 
for/3 v~ 1. (1.4) 
Therefore the result of the second section also gives a new characterization 
of Renyi's Information gain of order/3. 
Finally, in the last section we state a theorem which gives a simpler method 
of deriving uniquely the relative information measure of type (~, fi) given by 
8harma and Autar (1974) by the quantity 
I~'~)(P 11 Q) = (ZPfq7 -~ - 1) (2 ~-~ - l) -1 for c~ +/3. (1.5) 
Remark. Throughout this paper, logarithm is taken to the base 2 and 
is taken for i ~ 1 to N unless otherwise specified. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION OF DIRECTED DIVERGENCE OF TYPE /~ 
We prove the following theorem regarding the characterization f directed 
divergence of type ft. 
THEOREM 1. I f  a function INO(~""fNn ) satisfies the following postulates: 
(Px ..... PN~ is continuous in the region, Pl >11 O, qi >/O. (P1) INB ~qx ,'", q#
Zp, - -1 ,  Zq,~< 1, /3>0;  
t{1}~ = o, 2r~ (1 (P2) x~{1F ~ _~)= 1; 0 
(P3) I~B( p l ' ' ' ' 'p~- I 'O'p i+I  ..... PN) 
q, ,..., qi-1 , ql , qi+l . . . . .  qN 
=I~_ , (P l  .... ,Pi-- l ,Pi+1 .... ,PN~ fo revery i= l  .... ,N;  
q, ,..., qi-a , qi+l,..., qN/ 
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JrN+l ( 
p, .... ,p,_~, u , ,  u,~, p~ ~, . . . ,p~ 
(P4) r 
ql ..... q,-i , V,l , vi2 , qi+l ,..., qN1 
U I ~_~_~. ~ ( ( . ,p , ) ,  (u,,,/p,)~ 
ql ..... qi ..... qN / t(%t/q,), (%2/q,)1 
for every uil 4- u~2 ~ Pi > O, i = 1 ..... N, 
va 4- vi2 = qi > O, 
then the function Lv~(~) ..... ;~N) is unambiguously given as • I " * ' '  N 
2pTql 1 
ql . . . .  , qN / - -  2 ~-1 - -  1 ' fi > O, fi :/: 1. 
Proof of this theorem will be based on the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. K = 1. 
Pro@ According to P(4) 
so that from P(2), K = 1. 
LEMS~A 2. I f  
uk )O,  k=l , . . . ,m,  
then 
~)=I1~(11)4`K I2~( ; :  ~) 
~uk = Pi > 0, ~ Vk = q~ > 0 
z~ (pl , . . . ,p i -1,  ul .... ,um,p,+~ .... ,pN] 
N+'m--1 ql .... , q~--I , Vl .... , ¢)m , qi+l , '", qN / 
, ' " ,  PN)  - -  -- B 1--Br /~ (U l /P i  . . . . .  Uza/Pi]  
= IN~ (q~ ..... qN" -P Pi qi lm \vl/q, ,..., v~/qd"  
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3>0; 
The proof of this lemma follows on the lines of the proof of Lemma 4 in 
the paper by Sharma and Taneja (1974). 
L~MMA 3. I f  
¢~z i 
u~,>~O, j= l  .... ,m~, ~n.=p i>O,  
s'=l 
i=1  ..... N, ~p~=l  
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and 
vis >~ O, 
then 
ml 
j= l , . . . ,m, ,  ~v . -=q~>0,  i= l  .... ,N ,  
j=l 
Eq,=l 
I B (un ..... ul,,,~ ..... UN1 .... , UN~u] 
fa l+'"+mg \Vll  ~...~ Vim 1 ~...~ VN, ~...~ VNrnN/ 
~', qi Im' \%l/qi ,'", V,,,,/qJ " ql .... , qN/ + ,~=1 h e_I-B.B 
When m i = M for all i = 1,..., N then the above lemma becomes 
( . l , , . . . ,u .~ ..... u~,  .... , .~M t 
I N kV,I ~...~ 7)13//~...~ VN 1 , ' " ,  VNM] 
=x~ (p, , ,p~) + 2~,~q~ B~-~M (u,~/p, ..... "'~/P'I 
ql , '" ,  qN \%1/qi . . . . .  %M/qi !
(2.5) 
Remark. With a little manipulation and the use of Postulate (3) it can be 
easily shown that 
. . . .  
q., , qa ,..., qu/ 
=/~N--1 (q l  O'p3 ..... PNqN) 
+ q2, qa , '" ,  
N 
fo rZq i= l=~pi .  
i=3 
Comparing this with Postulate (4) we see that Postulate (4) can be taken 
to be true for the case Pl = 0 = P2 also, keeping in the mind that in this 
case, we take 
{(P~/P~ +po), (p~/h + pO~ (Pl + Pz)e (qa + q~)a-~ I2~ \(q~/qx + q2), (q~/q~ + q2) ! = O. 
" Lemma 3 is true for all Pi >/0,  qi >/0.  
Let 
(1/M ..... 1/M] 
~(M,  N)  = IN ~ ~, I /N  ..... 1/N ] for N >~ M. (2.6) 
Now we prove the following lemma for ~ (M, N).  
LEMMA 4. 
we have 
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For 1 <~ R ~ N, I <~ S .~ M, where R, N, S, M are integers, 
.~(RS, MN)  ~- ~(S ,  34) + (1/S z) (1/M -~) ~(R,  N).  
Pro@ Taking 
u u=I /RS ,  j= l  .... ,S  and i~ l  .... ,R  
and 
u~ ~ 0 otherwise 
and 
v,.~ = 1 /MN for all i - -  1,..., N, j = I,..., M 
in (2.5) and using (2.6), we have 
(RS, MN) = ~(R, N) + Y~ (llR)~ (llX)'-~ ~(S, M) 
= ;~(R, N)  + (1/R s) (1/N -z) ;~(S, M). 
By symmetry 
;~(RS, MN)  = ;~(S, 3I) + ( I /S ~) (1/M -z) ~(R,  N). 
This equality implies. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
LEMMA 5. If ~ ~ ], then ~ (R, N) = c(~) [1 - O/R~N-~))]  whe~ C(~) 
is a function of the characteristic parameter ft. 
Proof. On comparing (2.7) and (2.8) we get 
d(RS, MN) [1 - -  (1/(R~N-Z)] := ;~(R, N) [1 - -  (1/((RS) ~ (MN) -Z) ) ] ,  (2.9)  
which gives ~(R ,N)  = C(fi) [1 --  (I/RBN-f~)] when RS < MN.  I f  
RS = MN,  then let RS == MN = R' ~- N '  such that R' -~ rm and N '  = ns, 
r @ m and s ~ n, then obviously if r < n, then s < m and then (2.9) becomes 
~(R ' ,  X ' )  [~ - -  d/rPn- '9]  = .~(r, n) [1 - -  (~/R'~N'-~)] 
~(R ' ,N ' )  =O.  
.'. d (R ,  N)  = C(fi) [1 - -  (]/R~) (1/N-~)] for R < N. 
Now we prove the main theorem. 
If  r i , s~, R and S are positive integers, such that r i < st, R ~< S, 
r JR=p~,  i= l ,  .... N, ~r~-~R 
and 
sdS = q~, i = 1,..., N, ~ s~ = S, 
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then by using Lemma (3) 
IZ  (1/~,..., ~/R~ .... ,bN) ~ 1-~ ~ .... , 1/s,..., llSi - - s J (  p~ +y~p~q, L i lk, ll~q 
ql , '", q# \ l /s  i .... , lls~] 
By (2.6) and Lemma (5) it becomes 
(R, S) = I#  (P' .... , PN] + 1; p?q~-~ ~ (r,, ~) 
~ql , ." ,  qN / 
[1 - -  (1/ReS-~)] = IN B (P~ ,..., PN) + 1;p,eq,~-eC(/3) (1 -- (m/r?s'(~)) C(/3) 
ql , '" ,  qN 
or 
INB \ql(Pl ','",'" PN~qN / = C(/3) [1 - -  (1/RBS-B) - -  2~x~-- q~ ~-t E ((Pi/ri)) ~ (qI-B/S:B)] 
= C(fi)[1 --(1/RsS - ' )  -- 2piBq~, -~ + ~ (1/R B) (q,/S-~)] 
= c(/3) [1 - (1~riBs -~) - 1;p,~q;-~ + (1/RBS-~)] 
= c(p) [1 - I; p:~>~] 
Using Postulate (2) we get 
C( f i )  = (1/1 - -  2 B-~) 
• ,(~, ¢* .... ,p~ =(1-  ~-~)-* [1 -  zp:~;-~].  
*N \ql , '" ,  ~[N / 
By the continuity assumption (1) this holds for all Pi, qd not only for rational 
values. 
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF RELATIVE INFORMATION FUNCTION OF TYPE (c G ]3). 
Sharma and Autar (1974) defined a relative information function of type 
(~,/3) by the expression 
&~) (p~ .... ,pN 1 Xp?q~ -~-  1 ~ql .... , qN/ 2 '-~ -- 1 c~ ~/3 (3.1) 
which reduces to (1.3) for ~ : 1. 
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So by the same method as discussed in Section 2 we can characterize the 
function T(~,B)/~I ..... ~N~ Regarding this we state the fol lowing theorem. ~ N ~ql .....  qN ]" 
THEOREM 2. I f  a function l(~,e)[~ ..... ~'~ satisfies the following postulates ~N ~q  ..... qN J 
,...,PN~ iscontinuousintheregion Pc >~0, ql >~0, (i) l~'~) (qP~ ,..., qM 
Zp,=l ,  Zq ,~<l ,  o~,13>0, o~,=/=fi, 
(iii) I~  "B) (P l  , " ' ,  P i - -1,  O, Pi+l  . . . .  , PN  t 
\ql .... , qi-1, qi , q,+l .... , qN/ 
__ I(~,~) (Pl , . . . ,Pi- I  ,P,+I .... ,PN) 
- -  N--1 ql ' " "  q*--I ' q*+l .... , qN 
(iv) I (~''~) (p l ' ' ' ' ' p i - I 'ua 'u '2 'p*+I ' ' ' ' ' pN)  
N+I  qa ,..., q,-1 , Vil , Vi2 , qi+l , - . . ,  qN / 
for every uil + uiz = Pi > 0 o~, t3 > 0 
Vil  -~ Vi2 ~- qi > 0 O~ ~Z= 13. 
then the function is unambiguously given as 
I(~ '') I pl .... , ] --  
ql .... ,qN 2~-~ - -  1 ~>0,  o~ 4: 3. 
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